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From the moment when our issue
should have appeared before your
o
r
F
eyes, reader, several important things
happened in Spain and elsewhere.
eaders have the 100th issue of Firstly, there was the 103rd Unviersal
Notebooks from the South in their Esperanto congress in Lisbon. There
hands. It has not been easy to come gathered together many old friends of
here, nor it was easy write and rewrite ours, though many others could not
the articles which you, reader, have come because they are no longer in our
ranks, unfortunately.
read over the years. But here we are.
Probably the founders of this Another important thing is the tricky
magazine, Antonio Marco Botella1 and coming into office by the loser in the
last ballots in Spain. We'll talk about
Miguel Fernández, coudl
both events in our pages.
not foresee our long life,
above all because there
And also there was a
were problems in our
Book Fair in Murcia after
association because of
disappearing it form us for
political reasons, which
a number of years. I helped
made almost the whole of
in the stand of MCRC.
our members leave us, and
It is my intention that
even if there are thousands
from the beginning of the
of readers of our bulletin,
second hundred of our
that is only because it can
magazine, Notebooks from
be read for free from any
the South becomes more
country in teh world.
Antonio Marco Botella, literature and culture like,
Yes, let's remember we
our first editor
though literature can accept
are workers, but not
any field in human thought,
necessarily red, or even leftwingers. even social and politics, which built up
We workers do have the right to have our issues all the time. In fact this one
the political slant we want, and if left- should have been written in Latin, but I
winged ones cannot understand that lack the ability and capacity to do so
you can be a worker and not a leftist, it for the time being, and therefore it is in
is right for you to belong to an my three languages.
association like ours, the Spanish
Association of Esperantist Workers. I hope we come punctually before
Hopefully the coming of our hundredth you every three months, and also that
issue make the attitude of esperantists you will comment on our work, which
and workers, and once again we come you are invited to join, as a matter of
and cooperate in a friendly way in a fact.
cultured association and bulletin.
1 The cover color in this number honors our iniciators.
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UC 1 03 rd:
Old, Ladylike Lisbon!

Notebooks

t long last it came the day when our 103 rd Congress took place. Not bad
for those who say that esperanto gets nowhere! In the Atlantic capital,
where we enjoyed the warm weather and company of our Esperanto friends
who we met, een if we could no longer get those who unfortunately are not
among us any more. Yet, Esperanto progresses.
Even if I was already acquainted with the city, my other visits were only
short. However, I was acquainted with Amalia Rodrigues' song Old, Ladylike
Lisboa, velha cidade,
Cheia de encanto e beleza!
Sempre a sorrir tão formosa,
E no vestir sempre airosa
O branco véu da saudade
Cobre o teu rosto linda princesa!

Lisbon, old city
Full with charm and beauty!
always smiling so beatifully
and dressing always so elegant.
Your nostalgic veil
covers your princess' face!

Lisbon:
So, on july 27 th an Esperanto friend came with me
into the capital city of Portugal, and after a little pilgrimage we managed to get
our of the huge terminal and got a taxi, which took us to our Hotel, which was
luxury enough, and yet cheap enought for us. The next day we learnt how to
use the Lisbon underground, and we soon arrived at the Congress place, the
Law Faculty. We missed the right place, but were not the only ones, as the
President of the Universal Esperanto Association himself was there, sitting on
the staircase, when we arrive. Suddenly he got a phone call and went away. We
followed him and soon the three of us were at the real front desk, in the
building where our driver was about to leave us when I stopped him at the
wrong place as soon as I saw a huge Esperanto flag where it shouldn't be.
It was the first time I forgot my congress card, and so they had to look my
name up in a long list, but before they could find me, I remembered I had
joinned together with my friend, so they looked for his number and then there I
was, the following one. Once with my congress ID card on me, I started to meet
my colleagues and miss those who couldn't make it. I missed some congresses
in the recent times, too, and I may miss some in future, and that's why it was a
pleasure to meet old friends. On the other hand, some of us complain
sometimes on the commercial side of the UEA firm, but a real Esperantist does
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not care about this money, as we
understand that our such contribution
makes the event take place, the greatest
event about Esperanto in the whole world
so that it is evident that Esperanto exists, to
our profit, and also igt is a way to be main
characters in such an importat event in the
hisotry of mankind, and certainly of the
Esperanto Movement. We should take part
if we have money, and shouldn't if we don't
have it, but anyway we should support it
and learn about it through magazines like
Antaŭ la ĉefa Notebooks from the South. Evidently,
Kogresejo. taking part costs money, but so that
Before the main happens it is necessary not only unpaid
Hall. volunteers, but also professionals who
must be paid.
A Universal Congress is something very deep to tell here in detail, but I can
share here my personal impressions as a Congress member on the items which I
attended. As you may know, some items take place at the same time, as many as
seven, according to my calculations, so you must choose according to your
preferences. In fact only the International Fair and the National and
International Eves stood alone, as independent events, so that everyone could
attend them.
About the second last, National Eve, I can say that it was not the brightest one
I evern saw in my Congress member's life. In fact I left before the end.
Heavens, isn't there anything worth seeing in Portugal besides fado? But at least
that was respectuful to the audience. I cannot say that about the concert of
someone called Plátano (banana): I left the hall when I heard nasty songs, like
that by which he wished Shit for
Esperanto. You can do some criticism
to yourself or the Movement without
dropping respect to yourself or those
who are listening to you. On the other
side of that was Jomo's concert, always
so respectful and friendly, who invited
us going up onto the scene and dance
with him and enjoy the artistic and
family atmosphere he created with his
Jomo plays, sings and makes us dance
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wonderful songs and guitar playing. Tens
of us reacted to his invitation and ended
up with a lot of sweat and happiness
because of that magica moment.
I have not taken part in the
International Choir for a few years, even
if I understand it is a privilege singing in
it, but my voice lost strength with age
and also taking part means missing other
items in the UC, and I always try to
attend as many of them as I can. Like the
ones at the Book Service, at the upper
floor of which writers presented their
own books, like Michael Bronstein in the
left photo. He also sang for us in a
Michael talks on his
concert he produced together with Sergej
books and CDs.
the Terrible,
and since then I can listen to them from the CD I
bought them there. However, that visit to the Book
Shop was not for free: there I got the news that my
almost friend and panelist Josef Semer died six years
ago, and I did not know till I saw his name, photo
and his two dates on the cover of the book youc an
see on the right. Yes, it must be that the reason why
he no longer comes to our Congresses... Let's pay
homage to him and other people who can no longer
come..., by buying this book which carefully
collected details on him.
It is not possible to tell everything, yes, but I won't fail to mention some
specialist meetings, like the one in the photo below, the one of the International
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e
r
uccessful B ook Fair in Murcia
u
t
l
u
C From SeptemberS21st
up to the 23rd there was the book fair in Murcia which

was missing for the last ten years. This one was the 16th, and Esperanto had no
stand there, but I helped with MCRC Editions. This is the acronym for
Citizens' Movement for
Constitutional Republic, so in English it
should be CMCR.
The relation of this
stand, number 11, and
even the fair itself, with
Esperanto, was really
only me.
On the photo you can
see the member of
CMCR German Beteta
and I, who am showing
the masterwork by
Antonio García-Trevijano
Forté, A Pure Theory of
Democracy, which I advise you to read, on
which I will publish a
review in our next issue,
and a short novel of
mine, Long Live the
Republic!, which you
already read in our pages in Esperanto.
That writer, who died last February 28th, defends in his works that in Spain,
and also in the rest of Europe, there is no democracy, but we could make it if
we manage to create and adopt a really democratic constitution. From his
books I got the ideas which I defend in the political articles here, because they
are only logical.
Passers by asked us interesting questions on our books, curious at the poster
which we set up on the right wall of our stand, quoting Plato: Not caring for
politics costs us to be ruled by the worst men. And also our four questions: 1
Why we have a president we did not chose? 2 What is the origin of corruption?
3 What's your representative called?, and 4 What is collective freedom? And
the main question: Do you have an answer for these questions?
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Introduction.
HALEan Pedro Ruiz is now visiting Africa. He sent us his photos and
comments on that wonderful continent. But let's let him tell us about it:
Mass.
Today I attended mass in the Catholic Cathedral in Parakou. People were
wearing their best clothes. Thirteen priests celebrated the mass in both
English and French, as there were many people coming from neighbouring
Enlish speaking Niger. The preacher was the main priest, who acted like a
real showman, moving in front of the altar and alleys, warming up the
people, who answer hysterically in the way he apparently expected. I can
remember his words: I know ou came here with more than a thousand
franks in your pockets, but let's suppose they are just 1000: how much will
you give God? A
hundred? Two hundred? Five hundred?

Then some children
on the first row said:
Five hundred! The
priest is fast to react,
inviting everybody
to give at least five
hundred, because
that is what the
children said. There
are a choir and an
orchestra there, and
they sing songs which everybody sings while a man comes along the
centre corridor to the desks and leaves the money noisily and with great
ceremony. After that a glass of mineral water is auctioned. The orchestra
encourages bidding by means of a loud drum roll. Everybody bidding
comes along the alley with a bank note in his or her hand high up, under a
hot clapping. They reacht the amount of 259,725 franks. After that, the
main priest summons the three greatest bidders and offers them drink from
the glass of water. The remaining water is poured into du pails, which two
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priests take along the
alleys watering the
audience. Then the pious
society Saint Joseph go
along the central alley as
far as the altar bearing
hens, food, drinks and
other things. A women's
society does similarly,
and also some families
and groups. Then I can
see a woman using a cell
phone, so I defy the rule
not to use it inside the cathedral, and get mine and take some photos. After
the mass is over, everybody comes int othe cathedral yard and a they make
a party with music, food and drinks. Also raffles are made.
TOGO
I come to the Togo border. This picture on Africa is the only one I am
allowed to take at the border. Policemen also tell me that my multiple visa,
which I bought in Benin to go into and from Togo, is not valid in their
country, so I must buy a new visa
there. The man next to me whispered
That money you paid is not for the
State, but for those policemen's
pockets. I also realised that many

voyagers haveno identification cards,
but they give money to thepolicemen
to be allowed in and out of the
country. Collective taxis go through
the border without any formalities,
and when they arrive at the first Togo
town they sell their clients to Togo
taxis so that they get to the destination
they arranged in Benin.
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Don't be afraid to get our ancestors' inherintance:

Imperiphobia and B lack Legend

Aŭskultante homon, facile estas
scii kie li ekvidis sunlumon
se li laŭdas Anglujon, li estas anglo
se li rifuzas Prusion, li estas franco,
kaj se li fiparolas pri Hispanio..., li
hispano estas.

T

Listening to a man's speech, it's easy
to know where he met the Sun's rays,
if he praises England, he's English,
if he hates Prusia, he's French,
and if he talks badly of Spain,
he's a Spaniard

he above poem came from the pen of Joaquim Bartrina, a Spaniard from
Barcelona from 1850 to 1880. I met it on Fernando Sánchez Dragón's novel, the
title of which is exactly this: And ifhe talks badly ofSpain, he is a Spaniard (2007),
which we'll review next time here.
But I mention them both, the poem and the novel, here because it is incredible that
our Black Legend has many more believers in Spain than outside our boundaries. It
was started in Italy when gthe Spanish Empire ruled there, adn then it was promoted
on by gthe English, Dutch and German because of the great fear at the only Empire in
the world under Charles 1 st and Philip 2nd's rules.
It is revealing enough that today it is well
spread in Spain the opinion that evrything
from abroad is better than what we have.
Here Europe is very well thought of, even
if nothing good ever came from them to us.
When I see those newspaper article, also on
social nets, blaming Spaniards for genocide
in present day Southamerica at the times of
the Conquest, and also about the evil deeds
of emperors Charles I, Philip II, and other
Spanish rulers alogn our history, I can't
help feeling sorry at the deep ignorance of
those people, which is unforgivable in
people born in Spain or different
Southamerican countries. Probably they do
not know, or keep a dishonest silence that
in Britain Catholics had not full civil rights
till the second part of the 20th century,
whereas en the whole of the conquered
American territory (from Alaska to Punta
Arenas, the South of Chile), Indians had the
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same rights as men born in Castilla. In fact Indians lost those rights only at the
moment when they stopped being Spanish, on the independence of the countries
where they had lived all their history, or as a consequence of the American War with
Mexico or because of different forced treaties. Yes, there was genocide in America,
in which complete races were wiped out, but it was not the Spanish who did them,
but the British, the French and, to a larger extent, the United States ofAmerica.
In fact Spain never had colonies in America or in any other country in the world,
but provinces and vicekingdoms, the heads of which were taken responsible right
before the King. It was alien to any non Spanish conquest institutions like Indian
Council and Judgement of Residence. The latter prevented resigning high officers
from leaving the town where they were in office till a trial was held on them because
of their period, in which anybody could accuse him for whatever reason. Some of
them went to jail or got heavy penalties if it was proven, that they had overdone their
powers, or misused them (even the Discoverer himself, Christophorus Colombus,
was taken to the presence of the Catholic King and Queen under chains for that
reason); though most of them were declared innocent because they had alsways
behaved within the limits of law and Christian virtues. Let's think what could have
happened if French and British rulers in their American colonies had been forced to
similar trials... So many treaties with the Indians treasoned by white men, so much
genocide and unfair wars one or centuries ago on the ground of present day USA
becase of white man's greed. Even establishing Indian reservations was exile in their
own country, a great shame and violation of human rights. That never happened in
Spanish America.
The other institution I referred to, the Indian Council, took care that in the New
Continent the King and Queen's justice was carried out in the same way as it was in
European Spain. Among the first Spanish universities there are those in the capital
cities ofSanto Domingo, Peru and Mexico, on the 16th century, what makes them the
first in the whole continent... Another different trait was that people born in America
were entitled to become noble, what would be totally alien to the British and French
North America. However, Simon Bolivar could not enter the Spanish nobility, and
they say that was the origin of his hate for the Mother country.
When Independece came, taking advantage that Spain was helpless because of the
French Invasion, there was great regression in the land. Indians lost gheir rights, and
there was a lot ofgenocide in several places. Soon there wars between the new states,
which had enjoyed peace for more than three centuries, those of Spanish rule.
According to a public confession by Simon Bolivar himself, We traded independence
for everything else.

The ideas I am presenting in this article can be read and checked int he wonderful
book by Elvira Roca Brea Imperiophoby and Black Legend, which was published a
few months ago. You can find it in any bookshop (only in Spanish to my knowledge),
but also in Amazon (https://www. amazon.es/dp/B01M4L8IHE). There are truths
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which hurt, and this book indeed hurt the wound of envy and falseness by which it
was invented the Spanish Black Legend, but they can prove things which I could not
understand before I read this book, like, for example, how could Francisco Pizarro
conquer a territory four times larger than Spain with only 284 men.
Of course, imperiophobia existed much earlier than Spain: people already was
hated and were afraid of Rome, and then the British Empire, and the present day
American one, not to mention the Muslin one in the Middle Ages. But while in
England nowadays you can find people who proudly talk about their British Empire,
in Spain nobody dares tell about the Spanish Empire. That is because up to now
Spaniards believe the lies poured in this legend, because of ignorance or inferiority
complex,while England, France, Turkey and many more have much more to keep
quiet for. Where are the millions of Indians who lived in present day USA? Let's
remember the widely accepted idioms all over the 19th and part of the 20th: The
Dead Indian is the best Indian. And where are the Indians who lived in those times in
present day Southamerica? Indeed in present day Southamerica. Becuase Spaniards
did marry Indian girls, as Elvira Roca Brea proves in book, because of strict orders
from the Queen of Castilla herself. I cannot think of any British king or queedn
saying such a thing... Spain copied itself in every konquered country, unlike other
countries, who only chantaged and robbed thanks to their more powerful weapons
and armies.
That's why Elvira Roca Brea's book should be read by every Spaniard, if he or she
wants to know about our cultural heritage, so that we can defend it wherever we must
with the knowledge we can gain from her book and any of the huge bibliography she
provides by it. There was a tie when Europe shivered when the Spanish Corps
moved. Nowadays Europe makes fun of Spain and Spaniards the whole time. That
happens only because we are ignorant of our
own history. Defending it demands knowing
it. Books like this one are a must in our book
shelves. I heartily recommend reading it, and
thanks its author for the answers to important
queswtions whi I had always in my mind,
unanswered. For example, why didn't the
English send a fleet to punish as for the
Invincible Armada. The answer was that they
did send it..., but it was vanquished in front
of Galicia. And, also, the English were
defeated in that war, though that is kept aside
by the arrogant owners of Trafalgar Square
because of shame, and Spaniards because of
ignorance.
Pizarro and Almagro started the first Civil War in
Spain, on the territory of present day Peru.
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Bulteno de Hispana Asocio
de Laboristoj Esperantistaj

http://www.gazetoteko.com/hale/k100.pdf
Esperanto on the Open
University!

According to the Spanish Esperanto
Federation's web, soon there will be a
university course to get an A2 diploma. The
course costs €230 and will be guided by Mr.
Manuel Pancorbo, from Madrid. It is also
possible to sit the examination only, the cost of
which will be much cheaper.
I advice any Esperantist to join the course, if
it is possible, or at least to sit the examination.
At long last we have some official recognition
in our country, since the courses taught by Dr.
Régulo Pérez at the La Laguna University,
Canary Islands, 40 years ago, which I had the
honor to enrol.
Further information can be found here:
http://www.esperanto.es/hef/index.php
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